
her

for International Women’s Day



Thanks you to our (role) models
Sandhya Dave - Diversity Consultant, Body Psychotherapist, Story Teller 
Aloma Watson Ratcliffe - Student, Charity Worker
Lauren Aston - Giant Knitter - Entrepreneur - @laurenastondesigns
Chloe Whipple - Theatre Maker - Festival Director - Entrepreneur- @lilwhipple 
Amal Ghusain - Activists - Candidate for Local Council 
Rosalind Holsgrove-West - Rower- Physiotherapist - Activists - @rowfortheocean
Lauren Heath - Admin Professional and Food Blogger - @lauren_heath_pa
Natalie Trice - Consultant, Author, Charity Founder 
Sarah Cooke - Children’s Worker - Belmont Chapel 
Beck Grinham – Music & Event Services - @beckygrinham 
Sarah Palmer - @plasticfreeexeter
Ashley Petrons  - @plasticfreeexeter
Gillie Sutherland - Writer, Therapist - Activist
Alison Caswell – Age Uk Exeter Volunteer

Thank you to Kaleider Studios

Harry Cooke - Photography
Anne von Eiff - Design
Kalkidan Legesse - Direction

All clothing from Sancho’s
117 Fore Street
Exeter
Devon 
www.sanchosshop.com



 

We live in a world that constantly shapes us, brings us strength or 
tears us down. Almost always, we feel alone as though our pain 
or triumph is  our singular experience. What Sancho’s has taught 
me is that it is not. 

Our grief, our love, our joy, our lives are all shared. And through 
our shared experience we in turn shape the world. 

We can either do that through love - through understanding - 
and despite what seems to be the inevitable weight of suffering 
and injustice. Or we can succumb. These women are our heroes 
because they push forward. In the soft and firm way that has 
always been reserved for womankind. 

Now, we are with them, and I am with her.  Always. 

Kalkidan

We live in a world that constantly shapes us, brings us strength or 
tears us down. Almost always, we feel alone as though our pain 
or triumph is our singular experience. What Sancho’s has taught 
me is that it is not. 

Our grief, our love, our joy, our lives are all shared. And through 
our shared experience we in turn shape the world. 

We can either do that through love - through understanding - and 
despite what seems to be the inevitable weight of injustice. Or 
we can succumb. These women are our heroes because they push 
forward. In the soft and firm way that has always been reserved 
for womankind. 

Today the worlds resources are depleted and inequality is rife, 
(its hold on our lives deeper and crueller than could have been 
guessed). 

But tomorrows leaders are yet being formed and as I watch these 
times unfold, I see both the women around me (and the ones 
to whom only the shared experience connects me) blossom and 
thrive. 

The face and stories of our leaders are changing and because of 
that

I say, I’m with her.

Kalkidan







What do you want people to know about what you do?
What is your hope for the next generation?

What do you want people to know about what you do?







What has been your happiest moment?

What would be your main wish for how society sees women?

What has been your happiest moment?





Happiness





What advice would you give your younger self?



What is has been your lowest moment?

What did you learn from your happiest and lowest moment?






